Storage Monitoring by Sentry Software
Monitor the health and performance of all storage components
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Course Overview
Objectives and Scope
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Course Objectives
At the end of this course, you should be able to:

DESCRIBE

CONFIGURE

▪ The storage concepts
▪ The application usage
▪ The monitored components
▪ The installation
prerequisites

▪ A suitable TrueSight / Helix
Operations Management
architecture for monitoring
▪ Thresholds, alerts, and
events

PERFORM
• Post-installation and
administrative tasks as well
as basic operations
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Course Scope
This course covers all the concepts required to understand how to monitor hardware and storage using Sentry’s Hardware and Storage Monitoring Solutions.

This course covers

This course does not cover

Performance and Capacity Monitoring

KM Installation

Storage Systems – Theory

Class / Parameter Reference

Setting Up Hardware, Capacity and
Performance Monitoring of Storage Systems
Monitoring SAN Fiber Switches

Monitoring HBAs and MPIO

Reports
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Principles and
Concepts
• Storage Concepts
• Components Monitored
• Communication Protocols Used
• Storage Monitoring Products
• Manufacturer Specific Monitoring
Methods
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Storage Concepts
Terminology

STORAGE SYSTEM

STORAGE GROUP

STORAGE POOL

• An entity that provides storage space,
usually connected to a SAN through a
couple controllers
• An actual disk array (CLARiiON, Symmetrix,
AMS, VSP)
• A virtualization controller (VPLEX, VSP)

• Logical entity grouping volumes, hosts and
controller ports
• Also known as SCSI Protocol Controllers
• Defines the mapping (and masking) of
volumes to hosts
• All hosts in a Storage Group can access all
volumes from the same group

• Logical storage entity from which volumes
are created
• RAID Group: Physical array of disks grouped
in a RAID configuration
• Thin Pool: Thin Provisioning Pool, same as a
RAID Group with additional thin
provisioning capabilities

VOLUME

ZONE (ZONING)

WWN

• A storage volume allocated from a storage
pool
• Mapped by a host as a local physical disk

• SAN-connected systems allowed by the
SAN switch to “see” each others
• Defined with ports or WWNs

• Equivalent of the MAC address and/or IP
address on a SAN network
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Storage Concepts
Thin Provisioning Overview

Storage Pools Level

Available space in
the storage pool (free)
40 GB

OVERSUBSCRIBED CAPACITY
Storage subscribed capacity
exceeding the actual capacity
60 GB

50 GB

10 GB

20

GB

VOLUME 2 - 30GB

10 GB
40 GB

AVAILABLE CAPACITY

VOLUME 1 - 30GB

90 GB

CONSUMED CAPACITY
Used space in
the storage pool
50 GB

Volumes Level

150 GB

Amount of disk space
exposed to the servers
150 GB

150 GB

STORAGE POOL CAPACITY
Total capacity
90 GB

SUBSCRIBED CAPACITY

GB

VOLUME 3 - 40GB

10 GB
60
GB

20

30

GB

VOLUME 4 - 50GB

20 GB

30

GB

Thin provisioning provisions storage on an as-needed basis. This technique helps
avoid wasted physical capacity and can help businesses save on up-front storage
costs.
Thin provisioning implies provisioning more storage to volumes than is actually
available in storage pools. The danger from using this technique is that if the Storage
System runs out of real disk space, major data loss and server crashes can ensue.
The storage pools are then over-subscribed.
To enable the monitoring of Thin Provisioned storage systems, Sentry’s Storage
Monitoring KMs collect the following metrics:
- Consumed Capacity and Consumed Capacity Percentage to monitor the amount
of actual capacity remains on the Storage System.
- Subscribed Capacity and Subscribed Capacity Percentage to monitor the amount
of disk space that has been made available to the subscriber hosts, or in other
words, the amount of disk space that is seen by the servers connected to the
storage center.
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STORAGE ALLOCATION

To allocate storage, administrators first combine groups of physical disks to form
Storage Pools. In our example, two storage pools have been created:
- The first storage pool was configured with 100 GB of which 10 GB are used and 40
GB are free; which means that 50 GB of space is allocated (10 GB Used + 40GB
Free)
- The second storage pool was configured with 200 GB of which 20 GB are used and
80 GB are free; which means that 100 GB of space is allocated (20 GB Used + 80GB
Free).
Now that storage has been allocated by administrators, we can see how this
configuration is seen at the host level. In our example, two volumes have been
created:
- The first volume was configured with 30 GB of which 10GB are used and 5GB are
free.
- The second volume was configured with 30 GB of which 10 GB are used and 5 GB
are free.
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Components Monitored by Hardware Sentry

CRITICAL DEVICES

ENVIRONMENT

CONTROLLERS

• Processors
• Memory modules
• Network cards (Link monitoring, traffic)

• Temperature
• Cooling
• Power supplies
• Energy Usage

• Controllers
• Physical disks
• RAIDs
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Components Monitored by the Storage Monitoring Solution

DISK ARRAYS

FIBER SWITCHES

TAPE LIBRARIES

BACKUP

• Disks and controllers
failures
• Fiber links issues
• Storage allocation
• Data traffic and I/Os
• Power consumption

• Fiber links (port,
connection…)
• Utilization (traffic,
bandwidth)
• Power consumption

• Tape drives and
robotics failures
• Tape drive utilization
• Power consumption
• Drive cleaning
notification

• Backup and restore activity
• Backup and restore
performance
• Backup and restore errors
• Devices and media
• Log and database storage
• Backup servers, services,
and daemons
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Communication Protocol Used - WBEM

There are two ways to communicate with a storage system:
SMI-S Proxy: Most manufacturers include an SMI-S (Storage Management Initiative –
Specification) interface with their Storage Management Server. This interface allows
us to communicate with all storage systems managed by that management server
using WBEM rather than the proprietary protocols used by the management server to
communicate to the Storage System.
Proxies:
- Can be installed separately from the full management suite.
- Need either Fiber Channel or Ethernet access to the Storage System (depending on
Storage System brand and model)
- Manage multiple Storage Systems (each Storage System will appear as a separate
enclosure in TrueSight). There is usually a limit on the number of Storage Systems per
proxy. Therefore, multiple proxies might be needed per site. The Storage Systems
need to be all from the same manufacturer, though not necessarily the same model
range.
Embedded SMI-S Providers:
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Larger Storage Systems have embedded SMI-S providers in their management
controllers.
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Communication Protocols Used –
SSH, SNMP, Proprietary Protocol, or REST API (1/2)

SSH:
Storage Systems can also have an SSH / Telnet interface on their management card on
which commands can be run to determine Status / Performance / Capacity.
SNMP:
SNMP can also be used to collect metrics from the Storage System.
Notes: There is no separate SNMP client.
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Communication Protocols Used –
SSH, SNMP, Proprietary Protocol, or REST API (2/2)

Manufacturer Specific Utilities:
For some manufacturers (LSI / HP EVA / IBM DS345 / etc..) the only method to
communicate with the storage device is via custom commands. These commands will
then collect information from the Storage System using proprietary protocols either
over Fiber or over Ethernet.
REST API:
The ports used may vary depending on the manufacturer.
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Storage Monitor Types
Three primary monitor types for all Storage Monitoring KMs

Each storage manufacturer uses its own definitions and methods of grouping and
splitting resources. To prevent confusion and to allow easier integration with other
BMC products, Sentry has defined three primary classes to provide a standard format
for all its Storage Monitoring KMs.
Physical Disks
This class contains all the physical disks located in the storage system and
performance and status metrics related to each physical disk. Physical disks are often
grouped in disks shelves and identified by their shelf and bay number.
Storage Pools
Groups of Physical Disks of the same type (SATA, SAS, SSD, …) with the same data
redundancy method (RAID 0, 1, 5, 6, 10, …) and provisioning system (Thin, Thick /
Traditional). On some Storage System, it is possible to have Storage Pools composed
of other smaller Storage Pools.

Volumes
Sub-sections of storage pools (or groups of storage pools on more advanced systems)
that are created either to be provided to Servers as LUNs or used for administrative
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purposed (snapshots, shadowing, etc…)
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LUNs
From Volumes on a Storage System to Local Disk on a Physical Server

Controllers of the storage systems provide the Volumes to the Servers.
Volumes are provided as LUNs via either FC Ports or Ethernet Ports on the Storage
Systems.
LUNs provided via FC Ports pass via the SAN Fabric (Switches, Zones, etc…) to HBA
ports on the Physical Server.
LUNs provided via Ethernet Ports use the iSCSI protocol to pass to the servers
network ports using a standard IP network.
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Filers and Storage Virtualization Appliances

In a Traditional SAN environment, a Storage System provides LUNs (virtual disks) to
their Host clients via Fiber Channel (SAN) or Ethernet (iSCSI). The storage system does
not know or care how the virtual disk is partitioned, formatted, etc...
Filers are appliances that take the virtual disks (LUNs) and partition and format them.
The filer will then provide a network share (files) to the Hosts.
Note: Some Filers have built-in Storage System (NetApp), others are appliances that
connect to existing Storage Systems (EMC Celerra).
A Storage Virtualization Appliance is an appliance that takes LUNs from multiple
Storage Systems. The SVA then combines all the storage available from these LUNs
and creates Virtual LUNs that are provided to the Host. SVAs usually work in clusters.
The purpose of the SVA is to create a single point of storage space extracted from
different types and vendors. The Virtual LUN provided to the host can be moved
between storage systems, mirrored, cached, etc… The SVA can also provide another
layer of “Thin Provisioning” to optimize the storage used / capacity ratio.
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When using an SVA, the SVA and Storage Systems it connects to should both be
monitored for Status, Capacity and Performance.
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Status and FC/Ethernet Port Metrics (Hardware KM)
Hardware components in a storage systems

Disk Shelves:
Most Storage Systems have separate disk shelves. These shelves contain all the
physical disks along with the fans to cool them, the power supplies to power them
and ports to connect them to the Storage System Controllers (which can be Fiber,
SAS, or proprietary connections).
Controllers:
On smaller systems, there are two controllers (primary / secondary). These
controllers manage the Physical Disk Shelves and the entire Storage System and will
have links to each disk shelf. The controller will also have Ethernet Management
ports, Fiber Channel and/or iSCSI Ethernet ports to link to the network / SAN (to
provide LUNs to the SAN).
There are usually Processors, Cache Memory (with associate battery backup
modules), Power Supplies and Fans in the Controllers, all of which should be
monitored.
On larger Storage Systems, there are multiple pairs of redundant controllers. Often
there are “Back End” controllers which manage the disk shelves, and “Front End”
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controllers that manage the communication with the client servers.

SAN Switches:
The Hardware Monitoring KM will also monitor SAN Fiber Switches (Cisco, Brocade,
McData, etc…). A typical component list would be FC Ports /SFPs, Power Supplies,
Fans, Temperature and Ethernet Management Ports.
Purpose:
- To prevent downtime due to component failure
- To monitor physical links and inter-device bandwidth
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Performance and Capacity Metrics
Sentry’s Storage Monitoring KMs

The purpose of the Sentry’s Storage Monitoring KMs is to detect failure and
downtime of the Storage System as well as to monitor its performance and capacity,
to monitor trends. Polling intervals are thus generally lower than for the Hardware
(Status) KM.
The objective here, with the exception of thin provisioning monitoring (which can
cause catastrophic failures), is to optimize performance, lower costs and eliminate
bottlenecks.
Typical Component Performance Monitoring:
Physical Disks – Read/Write byte rate, Response Time…
Controllers – Transfer rates, Response Time, etc.
Storage Pools / Volumes – Read / Write byte rate, Last Activity, etc.
System Cache – Dirty Page Percentage, etc..
Internal FC Ports (often also covered by Hardware KM) – Transfer Rates, etc.

Typical Capacity Monitoring:
Storage Systems (Global) - Consumed Capacity, Spare Disk Count, Subscribed
Capacity, etc.
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Storage Pools / Volumes – Consumed Capacity, Subscribed Capacity, etc.
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HBA, SAN Switches and MPIO Monitoring

HBA Monitoring:
As part of the complete monitoring of the hardware of a server, the Hardware Sentry
KM will also monitor the link status and traffic of HBA Fiber Ports.
Currently supported: Emulex, QLogic and any HBA with an SMI-S provider.
SAN Switches:
The Hardware Sentry KM will monitor all the ports of the SAN Switch and any
hardware component (power supplies, fans, etc.).
Currently supported: Cisco MDS, Cisco Nexus, Brocade, McData and any MIB2
compliant Switch.

MPIO Monitoring:
Also part of the hardware monitoring of the server, Hardware Sentry will monitor the
MPIO layer (Multipathing).
The MPIO layer ensures that the Host is always able to access the Storage System that
hosts its LUNs by managing and load balancing the many unique routes between the
Host and the Storage System.
Hardware Sentry KM will monitor the MPIO layer and keep track of the number of
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unique routes between the host and the Storage System for each LUN. If the number
of routes goes down, a Warning will be issued, if it hits zero, the LUN will go into
alarm.
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Sentry Software’s Storage Monitoring Products

STORAGE ANALYZER KM
• one KM to monitor multi-vendor storage systems
• comes with the Storage Intelligence Library
• collects critical performance and capacity metrics and
exposes the retrieved data into TrueSight Presentation
Server and/or Monitoring Studio X
• hardware monitoring performed with Hardware Sentry

LEGACY KMs
• former storage monitoring KMs to monitor the storage
systems not yet supported by the Storage Analyzer KM
• collects hardware, performance, and capacity metrics

Exhaustive list of supported platforms: https://www.sentrysoftware.com/solutions/complete-coverage-tsom.html

Storage Analyzer KM
The Storage Intelligence Library is a collection of Storage Intelligence adapters that
describe how to discover endpoints and retrieve capacity and performances data for
all their supported components.
Legacy Storage KMs
• Dell Compellent KM
• Dell EMC Unity KM
• EMC Disk Arrays KM
• EMC XtremIO KM
• Hitachi Disk Arrays KM
• HP 3PAR KM
• HP EVA KM
• IBM DS3000, DS4000, DS5000 Series KM
• IBM DS6000, DS8000 Series KM
• IBM SVC-Storwize KM
• IBM XiV KM
• NetApp Filers KM
• Pure Storage KM
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Multi-vendor Storage Systems Monitoring
Storage Analyzer KM: An all-in-one monitoring solution for multi-vendor storage systems

Storage Analyzer KM v1.2.00 supports the following platforms:
• Ceph (REST)
• Dell EMC Isilon (REST)
• Dell EMC SC Series (REST)
• Dell EMC ScaleIO (REST)
• Dell EMC VMAX (WBEM)
• Dell EMC VMAX/PowerMax (REST)
• Dell EMC XtremIO (REST)
• Hitachi G Series (REST)
• IBM DS888x (WBEM)
• IBM Spectrum Scale (REST)
• NetApp E-Series (REST)
• NetApp SolidFire (REST)
• Pure Storage FlashArray (RESTv1.x and REST API 2.4 and higher)
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Dell Compellent Storage Systems Monitoring

Dell Compellent KM for PATROL requires Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager and all
its components to be properly installed and configured to collect information about
Dell Compellent Storage Systems. See Dell Compellent KM documentation for details
on how to install and configure Dell Compellent Enterprise Manager and its
component.
Dell Compellent KM for PATROL monitors:
- Controllers: data traffic, response times, processor utilization, status, etc.
- Disks: presence, data traffic, response times, status, etc.
- Disk Classes: capacity
- Disk Folders: capacity, oversubscription situations, data traffic, response times,
status, etc.
- Hardware Components: batteries, fans, power supplies, temperature sensors,
UPS, voltage sensors, etc.
- Ports: traffic, response times, presence, status, etc.
- Storage Centers: capacity, data traffic, response times, status, etc.
- Volumes: capacity, data traffic, response times, status, etc.
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Dell EMC Unity Storage Systems Monitoring

Dell EMC Unity KM for PATROL leverages the SMI-S provider embedded into the Dell
EMC Unity storage systems to collect all the information available about the CIFS
servers, controllers, ports, file systems, storage pools, volumes, etc.
Dell EMC Unity KM for PATROL supports any Dell EMC Unity storage system that
comes with the embedded SMI-S provider. It has been tested and validated with the
SMI-S provider v4.1.2.
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EMC Storage Systems Monitoring
Legacy KM - Replaced with Storage Analyzer KM

Supported Platforms and SMI-S Providers
- EMC Celerra: Embedded SMI-S Provider v8.1.0
- EMC Symmetrix DMX™Series (DMX-4, DMX-3, DMX-2): EMC SMI-S Provider
v8.3.0.1
- EMC Symmetrix VMax Series (VMAX 10K/40K): EMC SMI-S Provider v4.6.03 and
v8.3.0.1
- EMC VMAX3 Series (VMAX 100K/400K): EMC SMI-S Provider v8.3.0.1
- EMC CLARiiON CX Series (CX4 Series, AX4 Series) and VNX Series: EMC SMI-S
Provider v4.6.03
The EMC SMI-S provider is part of the EMC Solutions Enabler with SMI and can be
downloaded from EMC Powerlink website. It is strongly recommended to use the
latest 64bit version of the provider.
Symmetrix , VNX and CLARiiON arrays can be added to the same SMI-S provider,
though performance of the SMI-S provider (and thus any KM attached to it) decreases
with the number of Storage Systems added to it. Sentry currently recommends no
more than 7 x 19” Racks worth of EMC Storage systems be added to a single provider.
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The EMC SMI-S provider requires that the administrative LUN of Symmetrix systems
be directly mapped to the system where the SMI-S provider is installed (HBA and
physical server usually required). VNX and CLARiiON systems do not require this as
communication is done over the network. The EMC SMI-S provider is generally more
stable on a physical server than on a virtual machine.
The connector used by Hardware Sentry to monitor EMC Storage Systems is: EMC
Disk Arrays
EMC VNXe systems: EMC has purposefully disabled the monitoring of the
performance of these arrays via all external APIs.
EMC Celerra and NS systems: Celerra and NS systems are composed of a CLARiiON /
VNX system with a NAS head attached.
EMC Disk Arrays KM for PATROL monitors:
- Disk Arrays: Capacity, data traffic, spare disks, status, etc.
- CIFS servers: Status
- Controllers: Data traffic, presence, processor utilization, response times, status,
etc.
- Disk Groups: Capacity, oversubscription situation, data traffic, etc.
- Ethernet Ports: Presence, status
- FC Ports: Presence, status, list of volumes accessible through these ports
- Filers: port count, status, presence, etc.
- File Systems: Capacity, status, etc.
- Hardware Components: Batteries, fans, power supplies, etc.
- Storage Pools: Capacity, oversubscription situation, data traffic, etc.
- Volumes: Capacity, disk time utilization, host visible capacity, data traffic, response
times, time since last activity, etc.
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EMC XtremIO Monitoring
Legacy KM - Replaced with Storage Analyzer KM

EMC XtremIO KM for PATROL requires EMC XtremIO Management Server to be
installed either on a dedicated physical server (Linux), or on a virtual machine
(VMware). A user with read-only role should also be created.
Supported platforms
Any EMC XtremIO storage system with EMC XtremIO Management Server firmware
version 4.2.1.
EMC XtremIO KM for PATROL monitors:
• Battery Backup Units: charge, current load, real power, status, etc.
• Clusters: available capacity, data traffic, status, etc.
• Controllers: traffic, health status, operation rates, etc.
• Disk Arrays Enclosures: status, severity level of current alerts
• Physical Disks: number of bad sectors detected, status, data traffic, etc.
• Ports: bandwidth utilization, errors, link failures, synchronization losses, status,
response time, data traffic, etc.
• Power Supply Units: input power, level of current alerts, status, power failures,
etc.
• Volumes: capacity, data traffic, response time, time since last activity, etc.
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• XtremIO Management Servers: processor utilization, managed clusters, memory
usage, collection status.
• X-Bricks: severity level of current alerts, state.
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Hitachi Storage Systems Monitoring

To benefit from a complete monitoring of your Hitachi environment, Hitachi Disk
Arrays KM for PATROL should be used in conjunction with Hardware Sentry KM for
PATROL.
Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL:
•
discovers all the physical components, that is: controllers, disks, power supplies,
fans, network and fiber ports, and reports hardware failures on these
components. Additionally, it monitors the traffic on each network and fiber port.
The connector used by Hardware Sentry to monitor Hitachi Storage Systems is:
SMI-S Compliant Disk Arrays
•
HP XP series storage systems are based on Hitachi’s Lightning series arrays.
Hardware monitoring of these systems is possible by installing HP XP Command
View Advanced Edition. A small SMI-S only proxy license exists for customers
who do not own the full HP XP CV AE software suite.
•
Hitachi HNAS is monitored by the Hitachi HNAS (SNMP) connector, which relies
on the Hitachi HNAS SNMP Agent to discover the status of Hitachi HNAS
Processors, CSW, Cache, SM, Power Supplies, Batteries, Fans, Physical Disks and
Environment.
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Hitachi Disk Arrays KM for PATROL
•
monitors all of the performance metrics and usage statistics of your Hitachi
environment, such as file disk space usage, storage controller utilization, I/Os on
the disks/controllers/volumes, etc. It continuously monitors the activity of each
disk array and is also able to build reports on past utilization statistics.
•
The Hitachi SMI-S provider is a part of the Hitachi Device Manager Solution.
•
For Hitachi AMS, Thunder and smaller / older systems, the Hitachi Device
Manager communicates directly with the storage system over the network.
•
Larger Hitachi USP V/VM and VSP systems require an additional agent (Hitachi
Device Manager Agent) to be installed on a server with an HBA and access via
the SAN to the Hitachi Storage System. See Hitachi Disk Arrays KM
documentation / Sentry’s Knowledge Base for details on how to install and
configure the Manager and its agents.
•
USP V/VM, VSP, AMS and Thunder systems can be added to the same SMI-S
provider, though performance of the SMI-S provider (and thus any KM attached
to it) decreases with the number of Storage Systems added to it. If the
performance of the KM is inadequate or if the KMs fail to initialize, try reducing
the number of storage systems per agent.
•
VSP Gxxxx Series Systems can be monitored through their embedded SMI-S
provider. You will have to first enable the embedded SMI-S provider and create a
User with “storage administrator view-only role” to monitor these systems with
Hitachi Disk Arrays KM for PATROL. See Hitachi KM documentation for more
information.
•
Performance metrics collection is often not enabled by default on Hitachi
Storage Systems, please see Hitachi KM documentation / Sentry’s Knowledge
Base for how to enable it. Performance is not available on the Lightning series
arrays (9900, 9900-v). Hardware monitoring is still available.
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HP 3PAR Storage Systems Monitoring

HP 3PAR KM for PATROL relies on the HP 3PAR embedded SMI-S Provider to collect
hardware and performance metrics about HP 3PAR storage systems and bring them
into BMC TrueSight. By default, the HP 3PAR SMI-S Provider is not started on the
array’s management interface. The startcim must thus be run in the HP 3PAR CLI to
start the SMI-S provider. Conversely, the stopcim will be used to stop/disable the SMIS provider. You can use the command showcim to verify the status of the CIM server.
HP 3PAR KM for PATROL monitors:
- Cage: presence, capacity, status
- Ethernet ports: presence, data traffic, response times, status
- FC ports: data traffic, bandwidth utilization, response times, status, etc.
- Hardware Components: Batteries, disks, fans, interface cards, power supplies,
processors, temperature sensors, voltage sensors, etc.
- Nodes: LED Status, memory usage, data traffic, response times, presence, etc.
- Physical Disks: Capacity, time utilization, data traffic, presence, response times,
status, etc.
- SAS Ports: Bandwidth utilization, data traffic, presence, response times, status, etc.
- Storage Pools: Capacity, data traffic, etc.
- Volumes: Capacity, data traffic, response times, time since last activity, etc.
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HP EVA Storage Systems Monitoring

To benefit from a complete monitoring of your HP EVA disk arrays, HP EVA KM for
PATROL needs to be used in conjunction with Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL.
• Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL discovers all the physical components, that
is: logical and physical disks, RAIDs, power supplies, fans, temperatures sensors,
blades, memory modules, network cards, batteries, and reports hardware failures
on these components.
• HP EVA KM for PATROL monitors all of the performance metrics and usage
statistics of your disk arrays, such as disk space usage, storage controller
utilization, I/Os on the disks/controllers, etc. It continuously monitors the activity
of each disk array and is also able to build reports on past utilization statistics.
Collecting performance metrics and Hardware status for HP EVA systems is done by
running HP proprietary command line utilities (EVAPERF and SSSU). These utilities
communicate over the SAN to collect storage information from the HP EVA Systems.
The EVAPERF and SSSU utilities are included in the HP CommandView EVA
management suite. EVAPERF currently only exists for Windows and thus the HP EVA
KM can only run on Windows servers.
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EVAPERF is a timed metric collection utility. It will only collect performance
information when the utility is running. The HP EVA KM thus runs this utility for a
fixed period, collects and analyses the information, then runs the utility again.
The SSSU utility is used by both the Hardware KM and HP EVA KM to collect the
instantaneous status of the HP EVA system.
The connector used by Hardware Sentry to monitor Hitachi Storage Systems is: HP
StorageWorks EVA – SSSU (SSSU utility must be in Patrol user’s path)
It is strongly recommended to install the PATROL Agent on the HP CommandView EVA
Server.

As each EVA system is independently queried, the main monitoring performance
limitations are those of the PATROL Agent.
HP EVA KM for PATROL monitors:
- Controllers: processor utilization, status
- Data Replication Tunnels: data traffic
- Host connections: busy responses, request queue
- Host Port Statistics: response times, data traffic
- Nodes: capacity, data traffic, request rate, etc.
- Physical Disk Groups: capacity, data traffic, response times, etc.
- Physical Disks: data traffic, response times, etc.
- Port Status
- Virtual Disk Groups and Virtual Disks: traffic and response times for cache, disks,
etc.
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IBM DS 3000 / 4000 / 5000 Storage Systems Monitoring

To benefit from a complete monitoring of your IBM environment, IBM DS3000,
DS4000, DS5000 Series KM for PATROL needs to be used in conjunction with
Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL.
• Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL discovers all the physical components, that is:
controllers, disks, power supplies, fans, network and fiber ports, and reports
hardware failures on these components. Additionally, it monitors the traffic on
each network and fiber port. Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL is part of the Sentry
Software monitoring product line.
• IBM DS3000, DS4000, DS5000 Series KM for PATROL monitors all of the
performance metrics and usage statistics of your IBM environment, such as file
disk space usage, storage controller utilization, I/Os on the
disks/controllers/volumes, etc. It continuously monitors the activity of each
subsystem and is also able to build reports on past utilization statistics.
Collecting performance metrics and Hardware status for IBM DS 3000/4000/5000
series systems (based on LSI technologies) is done by running an LSI/IBM proprietary
command line utility (smcli). This utility communicates over the network to collect
storage information from the storage system.
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The smcli utility is included in the IBM System Storage DS Storage Manager package
and is available for most operating systems. The smcli utility can be run separately
from the full Storage Manager package, but it must be located on the system with the
PATROL Agent.
It is important to match the smcli utility version to the system model and firmware
level. The latest version of the utility does not always work with all firmwares /
models. Try running the smcli utility manually if you are having connection issues.
The connector used by Hardware Sentry to monitor Hitachi Storage Systems is: IBM
DS (LSI) Disk Arrays (smcli) (smcli utility must be in the path of Patrol user)
As each IBM 3000/4000/5000 system is independently queried, the main monitoring
performance limitations are those of the PATROL Agent.
IBM DS3000, DS4000, DS5000 Series KM for PATROL monitors:
- Disk Arrays: Consumed capacity
- Controllers: Cache hit ratio, read and write request percentage, request rate,
transfer byte rate
- Logical Drives: Cache hit ratio, hosts to which the logical disk is attached, preferred
owner status, read and write request percentage, request rate, transfer byte, time
since last activity
- Subsystems: Capacity, cache hit ratio, connection status, read and write request
percentage, request rate, transfer byte rate, spare disk count, etc.
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IBM DS 6000 / 8000 Storage Systems Monitoring

To benefit from a complete monitoring of your IBM environment, IBM DS6000,
DS8000 Series KM for PATROL needs to be used in conjunction with Hardware Sentry
KM for PATROL.
• Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL monitors all the hardware aspects of the IBM
disk array: disks, RAIDs, controllers, temperature sensors, fans, power supplies,
Ethernet cards, fiber ports, etc. Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL is part of the
Sentry Software monitoring product line.
• IBM DS3000, DS4000, DS5000 Series KM for PATROL discovers and monitors all
the software aspects of the array: overall capacity, spare disks, data traffic,
oversubscription, etc..
The IBM DS 6000/8000 SMI-S provider is a part of the IBM DS6000/DS8000 Storage
Manager.
The IBM DS6000/DS8000 Storage Manager communicates directly with the storage
system over the network. No SAN connectivity is required and the software can be
installed on a virtual machine.
Multiple IBM DS6000/8000 series storage systems can be added to the same SMI-S
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provider, though performance of the SMI-S provider (and thus any KM attached to it)
decreases with the number of Storage Systems added to it. If the performance of the
KM is inadequate or if the KMs fail to initialize, try reducing the number of storage
systems per manager.
The connector used by Hardware Sentry to monitor IBM DS6000/DS8000 Storage
Systems is: IBM DS6000/8000 Disk Arrays

IBM DS6000, DS8000 series KM for PATROL monitors:
- Extent Pools: capacity, data traffic, status, etc.
- FC Ports: data traffic, presence, status, etc.
- LPAR: presence and status
- Rank: data traffic, response times, status
- Physical Disks: presence, status
- Storage Units: capacity, data traffic, port count, status, etc.
- Volumes: data traffic, time utilization, list of hosts the volume is attached to, time
since last activity, etc.
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IBM DS 88xxx Storage Monitoring
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IBM SVC Storage Volume Controller / Storwize v7000

IBM’s System Storage SAN Volume Controller is a storage virtualization appliance
which takes existing storage (LUNs) from storage systems and provides virtual LUNs to
servers / hosts. The SVC appliance itself does not contain any storage for servers /
hosts. Storage Systems attached to SVCs should be monitored separately.
The IBM SVC-Storwize KM for PATROL leverages the embedded SMI-S provider to
collect capacity information about IBM SVC and Storwize storage systems. The
embedded SMI-S provider is automatically activated and the ETL accesses it via port
5989 (default). A user with security/Admin or administrator role is required.
The connector used by Hardware Sentry to monitor IBM v7000 Storage Systems is:
IBM Storwize Disk Arrays - SSH. There is currently no hardware monitoring solution
for SVC nodes available from Sentry.
The IBM SVC-Storwize KM for PATROL monitors:
- Arrays: data traffic, presence, RAID information, response times, status, etc.
- External Storage Systems: data traffic, response times, status, etc.
- FC Ports: Bandwidth utilization, data traffic, presence, errors, etc.
- ISCI Ports: Status
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-

MDisks: data traffic, presence, response times, available path count, etc.
Nodes: data traffic and status
Physical Disks: presence and status
Storage Pools: capacity, data traffic, status
Storage Systems: capacity, bandwidth utilization, port count, data traffic, status,
etc.
- Volumes: access status, list of hosts to which the volume is attached, capacity,
data traffic, response times, etc.
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IBM XiV Storage Systems Monitoring

IBM XiV KM for PATROL relies on the embedded SMI-S provider to collect capacity
information about IBM XiV storage systems and bring it into BMC TrueSight. It
monitors:
- Ethernet and FC Ports: Link speed, presence, status
- Physical Disks: presence and status
- Storage Pools: capacity, data traffic, status
- Storage Systems: capacity, bandwidth utilization, data traffic, port count, status
- Volumes: cache hit ratio, capacity, host information, data traffic, response times,
time since last activity, etc.
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NetApp Monitoring
NetApp E-Series and NetApp Solid Fire are monitored with the Storage Analyzer KM.
NetApp FAS Filers are monitored with NetApp Filers KM for PATROL.

NetApp E-Series and NetApp Solid Fire are monitored with the Storage Analyzer KM
through the REST API. The Storage Analyzer KM provides information about:
• Controllers (traffic, processor utilization, response time, etc.)
• Physical disks (traffic, status, serial number, model, etc.)
• Ports (presence, maximum speed, type, etc.)
• Storage Pools (space consumption, oversubscription situations, traffic, etc.)
• Storage Systems (license count, space consumption, traffic, response time, spare
disk count, etc.)
• Storage Volumes (mapping information, space consumption, traffic, activity,
response time, etc.)
NetApp FAS Filers are monitored with NetApp Filers KM for PATROL. NetApp
Filers KM for PATROL leverages the NetApp’s custom API to monitor NetApp Filers
configured in 7-mode and Cluster-Mode.
To monitor NetApp Filers configured in:
- 7-mode: a user with read-only access to the DATA ONTAP API is required and TLS
must be enabled on NetApp
- Cluster-mode: a user with read-only access to the DATA ONTAP API is required.
Refer to the KM documentation to know the command lines to be pasted into the
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NetApp CLI.

NetApp KM for PATROL provides:
- Array activity statistics (network, disk activity, backups, processor utilization, etc.)
- Files System monitoring (space consumption, available snapshots, quotas, etc.)
- Per-protocol statistics (CIFS, iSCSI, NDMP, etc.)
- Mirroring reports (SnapMirror and SnapVault activity and traffic, etc.)
- LUN and Volumes Statistics (statistics report over the past days/hours, mapping)
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Pure Storage Monitoring
Legacy KM - Replaced with Storage Analyzer KM

Pure Storage FlashArray is monitored with the Storage Analyzer KM either through
the REST API v1.x or through the REST API v2.x. The Storage Analyzer KM provides
information about:
• Controllers (number of ports, presence, status, etc.)
• Physical disks (presence, status, serial number, size, storage pool, etc.)
• Ports (presence, maximum speed, type, link speed, link status, etc.)
• Storage Pools (space consumption, oversubscription situations, traffic, etc.)
• Storage Systems (license count, space consumption, traffic, response time, spare
disk count, etc.)
• Storage Volumes (mapping information, space consumption, traffic, activity,
response time, etc.)
The legacy KM, Pure Storage KM for PATROL supports any Pure Storage flash array
that supports Pure Storage REST API version 1.6 or higher.
Pure Storage KM for PATROL monitors:
• The presence and status of the chassis, controllers, I/O modules, NVRAM,
physical disks, shelves.
• Hardware components: fans, power supplies, other devices, etc.
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• Physical Disks: size and type.
• Ports: presence, status, type, speed, etc.
• Storage systems: capacity available and used, oversubscription situations, number
of ports, response times, and traffic.
• Volumes: capacity available and used, response time, time since last activity,
traffic, hosts to which the volume is attached, paths, status, disk time utilization.
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Know Which KM to Use to Monitor Your Platform

1. Access the Help Me Choose page
2. Enter the name of your platform

3. Check which KM should be used to monitor this platform

4. If the platform is not supported, you can create your own monitoring template with Monitoring
Studio X.

Help Me Choose page: for TrueSight Operations Management :
www.sentrysoftware.com/solutions/complete-coverage-tsom.html
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Hardware Only Monitoring

Refer to https://www.sentrysoftware.com/library/hc/platform-requirements.html to
obtain the exhaustive list of supported platforms.
STORAGE SYSTEMS
Hardware Sentry leverages either the SNMP or WBEM protocols to collect
information about storage systems.
SAN SWITCHES / NETWORK DEVICES
Hardware Sentry leverages:
• the SNMP or WBEM protocols to collect information about Brocade and McData
SAN Switches.
• the SSH or XML API protocols to collect information about Cisco SAN Switches
HBA MONITORING ON x86 SERVERS
Hardware Sentry will either leverage the WMI (Windows), SSH (Linux), or SMI-S
(VMware) protocols to collect information about Qlogic or Emulex servers.
The HBA FC ports Connectors for x86 servers allows the monitoring of the port status,
the link status, port traffic and the availability of LUNs.
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For systems running Windows 2003 R2, Windows 2008 or later, the WMI – HBA
connector will collect all four metrics (port status, link status, port traffic and LUN
path count) and is the preferred monitoring method. The SMI-S Compliant HBAs
connector and, on HP servers, the HP Insight Management Agent – HBA can also be
used. LUN path count is monitored through Connector for Windows HBA cards and
Connector for Windows MPIO LUNs.

HBA Ports in systems running Linux or Solaris are monitored by running the
manufacturer specific command line utility or by querying the manufacturer specific
SMI-S compliant agent. For Emulex or QLogic HBAs, two connectors (Emulex HBAs
and Linux – QLogic HBAs) exist to use the manufacturer’s CLI utility (hbacmd and scli
respectively) to collect the port status, link status and port traffic. The SMI-S
Compliant HBAs and HP Insight Management Agent – HBAs (HP servers only)
connectors can also be used if the appropriate manufacturer’s agent is installed. See
individual connector documentation for more details.
The LUN path count can be collected on Linux servers using the Linux-Multipath
connector.
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Planning and Scaling
• Number of Storage Systems per Proxy
• Number of Storage Systems per Agent
• Discovery and Polling Intervals
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Recommendations
for the Instrumentation Layer and the PATROL
I
Agents
INSTRUMENTATION LAYER

PATROL AGENT

Whenever possible, avoid overloading a Storage
System by using a Proxy instead of Embedded
Agent.

Located near Proxy.

Get latest 64-bit manufacturer’s proxy.

PATROL Agents are monothreaded - One PATROL
Agent per CPU Core.

Count number of physical and logical devices.

Use the latest version of the Hardware / Storage
KMs and install all necessary patches.

Install separate proxies for system management and
for monitoring.

Take Discovery Interval into consideration when
tuning Agent load.

Avoid multiple tools querying the same proxy.

Ensure Proxy pre-requisites are met (Location / FC
Access).

Run the troubleshooting tools provided by Sentry
Software to test the connection to the
instrumentation layer before configuring the KMs

Storage system monitoring can be very demanding. Many storage systems have
thousands of physical and logical components that need monitoring. Independent
resources should be dedicated to reduce the impact of monitoring on the systems
involved.
Proxies, when required, and in general any manufacturer program used, should be
the latest available. Storage system monitoring is relatively new and most software
products involved have not had the years of optimization that comparable server
monitoring utilities have had. Using proxies or software that is more than 1 to 2 years
old will often result in a slow and unreliable monitoring of your systems.

SMI-S proxies are also used by other tools, for instance TrueSight Capacity
Optimization as well as the manufacturer’s management tools. Proxies should be
either dedicated to a particular monitoring solution or scaled so that other solutions
can use the Proxy.
Some SMI-S proxies often require Fibre Channel access to their storage systems,
which usually requires physical servers that are near the Storage Systems.
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Storage Monitoring also creates a large number of instances / parameters in the
PATROL Agent. PATROL Agents are not multi-threaded so multiple agents should be
used where possible to reduce the impact of one monitoring on others.
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Discovery and Polling Intervals
Introduction and recommendations

DISCOVERIES

• Create a list of Instances (Components) each with a
unique identifier
• Collect the static information about each Instance
(Component)
• Determine any association (attached to) with other
instances found.
• All these operations can be very demanding for
large disk systems with thousands of components
COLLECTS

SET APPROPRIATE DISCOVERY
AND COLLECTION INTERVALS
• For stable storage systems with few physical or
configuration changes, the discovery interval
can be significantly lengthened. Every 24h is
sufficient in most cases
• Collection intervals for Storage KMs should be
relatively long (15 - 60 minutes)
• Hardware KM should have a short collection
interval (2 – 10 minutes)

• Collect the values of each parameter found during
the discovery.
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Using Sentry’s Monitoring Solutions
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Monitoring SAN
Switches
Synergy of Storage KMs with
Hardware Sentry KM
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Monitoring SAN Devices
Synergy of Storage KMs with Hardware Sentry KM

Storage KMs can be used in conjunction with
Hardware Sentry KM to cover SAN switches and
tape libraries.

Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL discovers all the physical components of your
storage devices, that is: controllers, disks, power supplies, fans, network and fiber
ports, and reports hardware failures on these components. Additionally, it monitors
the traffic on each network and fiber port. Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL is part of
the Sentry Software monitoring product line.
Storage KMs monitor all of the performance metrics and usage statistics of your SAN,
such as file disk space usage, storage utilization, I/Os on the storage
units/ranks/volumes, etc. It continuously monitors the activity of each component
and is also able to build reports on past utilization statistics.
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Monitoring SAN Devices (TrueSight)
Reporting Data Traffic on a Fiber Switch in a SAN

• Objective
•

Determine the total amount of data transmitted and
received by each port in the switch on a per day basis.

• Means
•

Ethernet/Fiber Port Activity

Once Hardware Sentry KM for PATROL has been configured to monitor a fiber switch
in a SAN (Brocade, Cisco, or McData), it measures the amount of ingoing and
outgoing data for each fiber port in the switch. The Ethernet/Fiber Port Traffic
Report is a powerful tool to diagnose a performance issue in a SAN:
which servers are too demanding?
which disk array is under pressure?
what is the traffic caused by the backups (from the disk array to the tape
library)?
are the "multi-pathing" links properly configured and the load shared among
the different paths?
For the SAN administrator, it can also be a convenient way to inform one of his
customers (a server administrator, or a person in charge of an application) of how
much their servers are reading from or writing to a disk array, in total, per day.
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Generating Alarms and
Events
• Thresholds
• Alert Actions and PATROL Events
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Generating Alarms and Events
Configuring thresholds

• Thresholds act as the trigger points for
generating events or alarms based on the
collected performance data.
• Global thresholds can be set either in TrueSight
or in Monitoring Studio X (Agent > Thresholds).
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Generating Alarms and Events (TrueSight)
Configuring Alert Actions and PATROL Events

• Different events can be generated by Sentry’s
KMs when a problem occurs:
• STD_41 PATROL Events that will contain a full health
report
• Specific PATROL Events that will indicate on which
Monitor Type the problem has been detected.

• No Event

• Graphs can also be annotated with a
comprehensive report of the problem.
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Generating Alarms and Events (Monitoring Studio X)
Configuring thresholds
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Reporting
• On an EMC Environment
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Generating Activity Reports (TrueSight)
Reporting

Once configured in TrueSight, activity reports will be
generated for the following EMC components:
• Arrays
• Controllers
• Disk Groups

• FC Ports
• Disks
• Storage Pools
• Volumes
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Generating Activity Reports (Monitoring Studio X)
Reporting

Objectives
•

Report on Read and Write Bytes for all monitored disk arrays,
storage pools, storage resource pools, volumes, disk groups, and
disks.

•

Report on Transfer Bytes for all monitored controllers and fiber
ports

Means
•

In the Console, go to Storage Analyzer > <instance> for which you
need an activity report

•

Only display the Read and Write Bytes parameters or Transfer
Bytes parameters
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Viewing the Top Volumes Reports (Monitoring Studio X)

Objective
• Get the Top Volumes by Activity, Capacity,
Consumed Capacity, Inactivity.

Mean
• In the Console, go to Storage Analyzer >
<Storage System> > Volumes for which you
need an activity report
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Identifying Mapped/Unmapped LUNs (TrueSight)

• Once configured in TrueSight, the LUNs
Mapping Table helps identify unmapped
volumes and reclaim the space uselessly
consumed to avoid unnecessary upgrades and
extensions.
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Identifying Mapped/Unmapped LUNs (Monitoring Studio X)

Check the Mapped parameter of the Volume
instance
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Validating Metrics and
Performance Accuracy
Check for collected data discrepancies
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Validating Metrics and Performance Accuracy
In two steps

CHECKING METRIC COLLECTION*

VALIDATING METRICS*

Check the SMI-S Providers Collection
Status

Wait for the discovery to complete

Check data collection on active
components

Check collection interval

* Rate attributes require two collects before activating
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Scenario-based
Exercises in TrueSight
Performed with
EMC Disk Arrays KM for PATROL
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Viewing the Overall Activity of an EMC Disk Array
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Determine the overall traffic in megabytes per
second of each EMC disk array exposed
through the EMC SMI-S Provider.

Means
• Read Byte Rate attribute (Disk array)
• Write Byte Rate attribute (Disk array)
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Reporting the Total Traffic on a Daily Basis
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Determine the exact amount of data that was
read or written to the disk array, LUN or
physical disk.

Means
• Activity Report
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Monitoring the Efficiency of the Caching Mechanism
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Determine the amount of memory configured by
each controller for the read and write operations.

Means
• Write Flush Byte Rate attribute (Controller)
• Cache Dirty Pages Percentage attribute
(Controller)
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Detecting High Processor Utilization
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Identify the controller that has become a bottleneck
to prevent:
•
•

controller overloading
unpredictable performance degradations

Means
•

Processor Utilization attribute (Controller) with
thresholds set as follows:
• Warning > 80%
• Alarm > 90%

•

Transfer Byte Rate attribute (Controller)
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Detecting Unbalanced Workload Distribution
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Compare the processor utilization of your controllers
to make sure no controller constitutes a bottleneck.

Means
•

Processor Utilization attribute (Controller)* with
thresholds as follows:
•

Warning > 80%

•

Alarm > 90%

* Not available for Symmetrix VMAX controllers
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Checking Available Spare Disks

Objective
• Verity that spare disks are available to be able
to replace a faulty disk should a failure occurs.

Means
• Spare Disk Count attribute (Array)
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Diagnosing a Bad Physical Disk Layout
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Verify that I/Os are well balanced across all physical disks
to make sure none constitutes a bottleneck.

Means
•

Read Byte Rate attribute (Physical Disks)

•

Write Byte Rate attribute (Physical Disks)
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Scenario-based
Exercises
in Monitoring Studio X
Performed with the Storage Analyzer KM
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Viewing the Overall Activity of an EMC Disk Array
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Determine the overall traffic in megabytes per
second of each EMC disk array exposed
through the EMC SMI-S Provider.

Means
• Read Byte Rate attribute (Disk array)
• Write Byte Rate attribute (Disk array)
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Reporting the Total Traffic

Objective
• Determine the exact amount of data that was read
or written to the disk array, LUN or physical disk.

Means
• Disk array, LUN or physical disk matrix view
• Customize columns to only display traffic metrics
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Detecting High Processor Utilization
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Identify the controller that has become a bottleneck
to prevent:
•
•

controller overloading
unpredictable performance degradations

Means
•

Processor Utilization attribute (Controller) with
thresholds set as follows:
• Warning > 80%
• Alarm > 90%

•

Transfer Byte Rate attribute (Controller)
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Detecting Unbalanced Workload Distribution
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Compare the processor utilization of your controllers
to make sure no controller constitutes a bottleneck.

Means
•

Processor Utilization attribute (Controller)* with
thresholds as follows:
•

Warning > 80%

•

Alarm > 90%

* Not available for Symmetrix VMAX controllers
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Checking Available Spare Disks

Objective
• Verity that spare disks are available to be able
to replace a faulty disk should a failure occurs.

Means
• Spare Disk Count attribute (Array)
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Diagnosing a Bad Physical Disk Layout
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Verify that I/Os are well balanced across all
physical disks to make sure none constitutes a
bottleneck.

Means
• Read Byte Rate attribute (Physical Disks)
• Write Byte Rate attribute (Physical Disks)
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Reclaiming Space of Unused LUNs
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Quickly identify unmapped volumes and
volumes that are no longer used by any server
to reclaim this space uselessly consumed.
Means
• Mapped parameter
• Top List of Volumes by Inactivity
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Identifying Busiest LUNs
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Identify LUNs that generate the most traffic on
the disk array.

Means
• Read Byte Rate attribute (Volumes)
• Write Byte Rate attribute (Volumes)
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Diagnosing Slow LUNs
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Identify abnormal workload activity and detect
incidents by closely monitoring the volumes
response times.

Means
• Response Time attribute (Volumes)* with
thresholds set as follows:
• Warning > 10ms
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Monitoring Hardware Components (Monitoring Studio X)
Scenario-based Exercises

Objective
• Monitor hardware health to minimize server and
application downtime and reduce business risks.
Means
• Install and configure Hardware Sentry KM.
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